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Choosing the Right Options at Senior Cycle 

Dear Student,

Moving forward into the Senior Cycle is an exciting time of transition and a time when some 
major decisions have to be made by you.  It’s important that you choose your subjects carefully 
as this could affect what you do in the future.

You might already know which subjects you enjoy or have some career ideas.  Don’t worry if 
you don’t know what you want to do in the future.  As long as you choose a good balance of 
subjects now, it should leave all your options open.  Just remember to consider all the facts and 
ask for help if you need it.

Subject choice is often regarded as a minefield.  Course and entry requirements not checked 
by students can have serious consequences.  It must always be pointed out to students that 
the onus is on them to check the requirements for each of the courses in which they have an 
interest and that they must put in the time necessary to research the consequences of taking or 
not taking any particular subject. To start with, students must consider the options open to them 
after the Junior Certificate.  The implications of each option should be carefully studied to see 
which one suits one’s potential best.   Apart from the advice available in school, Parent(s) and/
or Guardian(s) should be kept informed.

Who can help you? Your leading sources of information and guidance will be from your Parent(s) 
and/or Guardian(s), your Guidance Counsellor and teachers. Students who are a year ahead of 
you can give very helpful insights into what it is really like to study any particular subject.  This 
information booklet has been compiled in consultation with your teachers to provide you with 
the main points of information you need to make a well-informed decision.  

Other than the sources above there is a great deal of information available on-line and there is a 
list of useful websites to help you in the resource section of the booklet.  Please use this booklet 
as a workbook and use the space provided to add your own notes gathered from your own 
research, from the Subject Choice Presentation and/or from discussions with your teachers.

The Staff and Management of Fingal Community College are proud to support you and wish you 
every success in choosing the right options at Senior Cycle.

Do Don’t

Choose subjects you enjoy
Choose a subject because your friend  
is taking it

Choose subjects you are good at
Choose a subject just because you like 
or dislike the teacher

Choose subjects you need for your  
chosen career

Choose a subject because you think it  
will be easy

Keep your options open for the future by 
making a balanced choice now

Choose a new subject without finding  
out more about it

Talk to your Guidance Counsellor and  
your teachers

Make a decision at the last minute  
without thinking about it

Talk to your Parent(s) and/or Guardian(s) Don’t panic!

Notes
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‘That’s just a subject 
for girls/boys’

‘None of my friends 
are doing that subject’

‘If I don’t do it for my 
Leaving Certificate, I won’t 
be able to do it in college’

‘I’ll do that subject 
because it’s a doss’

‘I don’t want to 
do that because 

I’ll have Teacher X’

‘Even though I really hate it,
 I’ll do that subject because 

I’ll need it to get into a 
particular course in college’

‘Only swots/nerds 
do that subject’

The Seven Deadly Sins Of Subject Choice
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Choosing the Right Options at Senior Cycle 

Transition Year
The Transition Year is a one-year programme between the end of the Junior Certificate and the 
beginning of the Leaving Certificate programme. 

Does the Transition Year have a fixed curriculum? 
No each school devises its own programme and it varies from year to year, taking into 
account the needs of the class and the resources available. The programme provides for the 
development of personal and social skills. It encourages research and activity-based self-
directed learning, both inside and outside the classroom.

All students source and complete a two week work experience and one week community  
care placement.

Students portfolios are submitted twice a year.

What are the main benefits of doing Transition Year? 
A significant benefit to the student is the space provided by the year to grow and mature at a 
sensitive and key stage of transition through adolescence into young adult life. By sampling 
a wide range of subject areas students can make more informed choices about the kind of 
Leaving Certificate programme they may wish to follow at the end of the Transition Year. 
Research indicates that those taking Transition Year achieve more points in the  
Leaving Certificate. 

Activities that may feature on the Transition Year calendar: 
Speakers from charitable groups 
Community work
Physical Education (P.E.)  
Media Training 
Irish  
English & Drama
Maths  
French, German, Japanese, 
Spanish

Home Economics  
Visits to Theatres 
Mini-Company  
Science  
Careers 
Computers 
World Affairs  
Driving Course 
Work Experience  

Outdoor Pursuits Weekend 
History, Art
Peer Education 
Enterprise Competition 
Social care in the Community
Gaisce Presidents Award
Development Education
Visits to Galleries
Digital Media

Is the Transition Year a help to further study? 
The vast majority of students, on completion of the Transition Year proceed to the Leaving 
Certificate. It is generally recognised by teachers that a Transition Year Programme equips the 
now more mature student with a broader range of skills and insights to deal more effectively 
with a Leaving Certificate programme. There is growing evidence from third level institutions 
that students who have taken Transition Year are more self-reliant learners. 

Do students get any homework in Transition Year? 
Yes, homework is an important part of Transition Year. In addition to traditional styles of 
homework, students do projects, assignments and research on a variety of topics. These can 
involve students in a considerable amount of demanding work. Students also complete an 
online portfolio of all their best work in each subject area. 

How many places are available? 
At present due to demand the school is currently offering one transition year class. The Board of 
Management will review this each year. 

Certification and Graduation 
At the end of the year parents are invited to a formal presentation of certificates including a 
Transition Year Certificate awarded by the Department of Education and Skills. The ceremony includes 
a display of students’ work which is organised by the students.Credits are allocated at Christmas and 
end of Year, leading to level of achievement  *Distinction  *Merit  *Pass   *Achievement

Notes
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NotesClass Sizes
 The maximum class size will not exceed 30 pupils in academic subjects. In practical classes, the 
maximum number will not exceed 24 pupils. However the maximum number of students for 
Home economics is 20.  

 All subjects are available at the appropriate level: Higher and Ordinary. Foundation Level is 
available to students of Gaeilge and Maths Fingal. Community College follows the curricular 
programmes set down by the Department of Education and Skills which may be amended from 
time to time in accordance with the Education Act 1998 (Sections 9 & 30)  

Leaving Certificate Established
The Leaving Certificate (Established) is a two-year programme that aims to provide learners with 
a broad, balanced education while also offering them a chance to specialise towards a particular 
career option.

Students following the programme are required to study at least five subjects, one of which 
must be Irish. In general, students take five or more subjects (usually seven) for examination. 
Subjects are normally studied at either Ordinary or Higher Level. Two subjects, Irish and 
Mathematics, can be studied at Foundation Level. Foundation Level is geared to the needs of 
students who might have difficulty with those subjects at Ordinary or Higher Level.

At Fingal Community College there are three core subjects; Irish, English and Maths.   
It is strongly recommended that students pursue their studies in a Modern Language  
(French, German or Spanish).  The student must then choose their three option subjects.  

Each Leaving Certificate Subject belongs to a subject group as shown in the table below. Home 
Economics is classified under two subject groups:

 Core Subjects

Gaeilge, English, Mathematics, Religion

 Languages Group

French, German, Japanese, Spanish

 Science Group

Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Agricultural Science

 Business Studies Group

Accounting, Business

 Applied Science Group

Technology, Construction Studies,  
Engineering, Design and Communication Graphics

 Social Studies 

Art, Geography, History, Home Economics, Classical Studies, Religious Education, Music

In addition to these subjects, the State Examinations Commission will provide examinations in 
any of the recognised languages of the European Union, where the status of the  
applicant/candidate is seen as appropriate.  

In the past Fingal Community College has facilitated students who wish to sit a Leaving 
Certificate examination in their native language (e.g. Russian, Polish, Portuguese)
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Notes Leaving Certificate Vocational  
Programme
The LCVP is designed with a focus on enterprise and preparation for working life to enhance 
the vocational dimension of the Leaving Certificate. This two-year programme combines the 
academic strengths of the Leaving Certificate with a dynamic focus on self-directed learning, 
enterprise, work and the community. There is a strong emphasis on developing skills to plan and 
evaluate personal and group activities.

Throughout the programme students are encouraged to 

 » Be innovative and enterprising 

 » Take responsibility for their own learning 

 » Adapt to changing circumstance 

 » Evaluate data and devise solutions to problems 

 » Communicate their thoughts and ideas effectively 

 » Work with others as part of a team 

 » Investigate and plan career options 

 » Use information and communications technologies 

 » Investigate local business and community enterprises 

 » Learn from their experiences. 

In most ways the LCVP is like the established Leaving Certificate. 
What makes it different is that students

 » take some of their Leaving Certificate subjects from a specified set of vocational subjects

 »  have two additional courses, called Link Modules, in the areas of Preparation for the World of 
Work and Enterprise Education. Link module activities provide a setting in which connections 
can be made between students’ vocational subjects and the world outside school. 

Preparation for the world of work 

This module is designed to develop students’ general understanding of the world of work, 
introduce them to career research and provide them with the knowledge and skills to find 
employment. As part of this module each student is expected to complete a career investigation 
and engage in a work experience or work shadowing placement. 

 »  In order to enhance students introduction to the world of work Fingal Community College 
has a School’s Business Partnership with Siemens Diagnostics, Swords.  As part of the module 
students meet with the Human Resources Management and Production teams at Siemens.  
Students are coached on best practice to gaining employment.  Students are invited to take 
part in a site visit where they view best practice and meet various personnel. The Human 
Resource department and Management Team offer mock interviews to enhance the skills of 
students.

Skills learned:
Money Management, Customer Service, Key Business Skills, Leadership and Teamwork 
Marketing Techniques & Technology Skills, Literacy Skills and Interview Techniques.
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Notes
ENTERPRISE EDUCATION

This module focuses on the importance of enterprise in a personal, entrepreneurial and 
community context.  Students develop creativity, resourcefulness, self-confidence and initiative 
by undertaking tasks such as investigating local enterprises, voluntary organisations and setting 
up their own enterprise projects as vehicles of learning. 

Previous enterprises at FCC include event management (Fashion Show, ‘Take Me Out’, First Year 
Quizzes, ‘Back to School’ event and the Fingal Bake Off), film production (Good Interview / Bad 
Interview, Study Skills, Interview Techniques) and the creation of websites.   Students generate 
the ideas, complete production and evaluate the enterprises.

All LCVP students must take a modern language for their Leaving Certificate.

 
ASSESSMENT: Students present a portfolio of work done over the two years of the programme. 

This portfolio contains the following items (60% of the marks): 

 » Curriculum Vitae

 » A Career Investigation

 » A Summary Report

 »  An Enterprise /Action Plan and two optional items from:  
A Diary of Work Experience 
An Enterprise Report  
A Recorded Interview or Presentation.  

The written test consists of (40% of the marks):

 » A Video Presentation of an Enterprise with questions thereon

 » A Case Study

 » General Questions. 

Most colleges will give points for the LCVP, but some will not recognise it as a separate subject. 
UCD, for example, will award points but require that the student pass six other subjects to fulfill 
the subject requirements of the college. 

LCVP Link Modules Certification
Distinction  ( 80 -100% )  66  CAO Points (=H4) 

Merit  ( 65 – 79% )  46  CAO Points (=H6) 

Pass  ( 50 – 64% )  28  CAO Points (=O4) 
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Notes The Leaving Certificate Applied
The Leaving Certificate Applied is a two-year programme designed for those students who 
do not wish to proceed directly to higher education or for those whose needs, aptitudes and 
learning styles are not fully catered for by the other two Leaving Certificate programmes. 
Participants in the Leaving Certificate Applied are mainly engaged in work and study of an 
active, practical and learner-centred nature.

Aims and principles
The main aim of the Leaving Certificate Applied is to prepare participants for transition from 
Fingal Community College to the world of adult and working life. The programme;

 » has as a primary objective the development of the participants’ literacy and numeracy skills

 » places a premium on the personal and social development of participants

 » provides opportunities to develop the participants’ processes of self-evaluation and reflection

 » encourages strong community links to complement the school as a learning site

 »  promotes the use of a broad range of teaching methodologies and participant-centred 
learning

 » provides access to further education and training.

Elements of the programme
The Leaving Certificate Applied is made up of a range of courses that are structured around three 
elements:

 » Vocational Preparation

 » Vocational Education

 » General Education

Courses are designed on a modular basis and are of thirty hours duration. Each year is divided 
into two sessions (September to January and February to May) over the two-year duration of the 
programme. Learners must take a total of 44 modules. They are also required to complete seven 
Student Tasks over the two years of the programme.

Work Experience
This is an integral part of the LCA programme. Students are assisted in securing 3 work 
placements throughout the two years. It is important to try out a variety of careers. 
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Leaving Certificate Applied  
Programme Outline
    Vocational Preparation

 Course No. of Modules

Vocational preparation and guidance ..................................................................8

English and Communication .................................................................................4

    Vocational Education

 Course No. of Modules

Vocational Specialisms (2 full courses).......................................................8(4x2)

Mathematical Applications ...................................................................................4

Introduction to Information and Communication Technology ............................2

    General Education

 Course No. of Modules

Social Education ....................................................................................................6

Arts Education (Dance, Drama, Music, Visual Arts) .............................................2 

Leisure and Recreation (including Physical Education) ......................................2

Additional Modules  ..............................................................................................4

    Languages

 Course No. of Modules

Irish ........................................................................................................................2 
Modern European Language ................................................................................2

Total ....................................................................................44

Assessment
As learners complete their course work they collect credits.  
It is possible to collect a total of 200 credits. 

A certificate is awarded at three levels: 
Distinction (170-200 credits) 
Merit (140-169 credits) 
Pass (120-139 credits) 

It is important to note that 90% attendance is needed for the 
successful completion of this programme.
Students who accumulate fewer than 120 credits receive a Record of Experience.
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Notes Some Commonly Asked  
Questions and Answers

Q. How many subjects should I take for my Leaving Certificate?
      Our school offers you seven subjects along with LCVP as an additional option. In the CAO 

system, your highest six grades will be used to calculate your points for entry purposes to 
courses offered in all Higher Education Institutions (Universities, Colleges and Institutes of 
Technology).

Q.  Is it a good idea to take on an extra subject outside  
of school timetable?

      If you are taking more than one Ordinary Level paper e.g. Maths and Irish and want the 
option of having six Higher Level subjects for points purposes, you may be considering 
taking an extra subject. Considering this option carries some risk. There is no such thing as 
an easy honour and every subject requires a certain amount of study on a daily basis. Taking 
eight Leaving Certificate subjects is a major undertaking. If the eighth subject is being taken 
outside of school, you will have to consider the time involved in travelling to and from such 
a grind. All this distracts from the time available to work on the seven subjects you are 
taking in school.

Q.  How will Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme  
affect my points?

      LCVP is a subject that can help students gain points and is accepted by all colleges in the CAO 
system. 60% of the marks available are awarded for a portfolio of work, compiled during 
the two years of the programme, with the remainder being awarded for a short written 
paper, taken in mid-May of your Leaving Certificate year. Students awarded a distinction in 
the LCVP, will gain 66 points or the equivalent of a H4 on a higher L. Cert Paper. This can 
be a particular bonus to students in vital need of points that they may need for entry to a 
particular course later on.

Q. What happens if I do not take Honours Irish?
      Apart from not being able to take a number of higher degree programmes (e.g. Gaeilge & 

Iriseoireacht - Irish & Journalism at Dublin City University D.C.U.), which have Irish, as a core 
entry requirement, the main consequence of not taking Higher Level Irish, is that you are 
precluded from studying to be a primary school teacher, in any of the Irish training colleges.  

Q. What happens if I do not take Honours maths? 
      As of 2012 the CAO will award a bonus of 25 points to any student who has achieved a 

H6 or above in Higher Level Maths.  This will only count towards your points total if your 
achievement in Maths (when your maths grade is converted to points and the bonus points 
are added on) ranks within your top six subjects.  

      There are wide ranges of level 8-degree programmes from which you will be precluded, if 
you do not secure a minimum of a H6 or in many cases a H4, in higher-level maths.  
 
These would include many Engineering, Science, Information and Computer Technology 
courses, and most degrees that include maths as a core subject. 
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Notes
      If you are interested in careers which derive from such courses, you can always start with 

a Higher Certificate programme (Level 6, 2 year), which will only require a O6 in Ordinary 
Level math’s and provided you secure a grade of at least 60% in your examinations, progress 
through to ordinary degree (Level 7) and then on to a higher degree (Level 8) programme, 
adding only one extra year, over and above those who secure a place on a higher degree 
programme in the first place. 

Q.  What happens if I do not take a language other than Irish and 
English? 

      The colleges of the National University of Ireland demand a pass in a third language, for 
entry into almost all of their courses, apart from nursing. These colleges are UCD, UCG, 
UCC, and NUI Maynooth. Maynooth and UCD have dropped this requirement for all their 
engineering and science programmes. A third language is also required for entry into the 
cadetship in the Defence Forces. Trinity accepts Irish as fulfilling their second language 
requirement. UL and DCU, plus all the Institutes of Technology, do not require a European 
language for entry purposes to their courses. A European language is not required for 
Nursing degrees.

     

Career Choices 

When you are deciding what to take for the Leaving Certificate, remember that your decision 
will have long-term consequences for the careers that are open to you. Not taking a science 
subject or a European language, for example, will have major implications later on.
 
The same does not apply to business subjects, as most business courses assume that you have 
come to the subjects as novices. If a student is making his/her subject choices but has not 
yet decided on a career, keep all your options open by taking a science and a foreign 
language from among your four optional subjects.
 
Remember that all third-level colleges and courses have minimum subject-entry requirements. 
If you do not meet them it does not matter how many points you receive in the Leaving 
Certificate, you will not get a place on the course. 
 
It may seem very early to be raising the question of a career, but some are accessible only 
through particular courses, which are open only to students who have successfully taken 
particular subjects in their Leaving Certificate.

 Unless you are certain that you want to pursue a career in a particular field and wish to 
concentrate on associated subjects, consider taking a range of subjects from different areas 
of study.

The most important factor is whether you enjoy the subjects you have chosen. You are always 
going to work harder at subjects that you enjoy most.

And last but not least . . . A pass in ordinary-level maths is required for most College 
courses. A F2 in Foundation level Maths is sufficient to meet minimum entry requirements for 
some courses. Up to 5,000 students each year fall below this level to Foundation Level Maths 
and a further 5,000 fail Ordinary Level. Whatever you do over the next two years, don’t neglect 
your work in this subject.
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Notes New Common Points Scale for Entry to 
Higher Education from

2017 Candidates receiving Leaving
Certificate results from August 2017 on will have their results expressed in a new scale of 
grades. Consequently, from 2017, a new Higher Education Common Points Scale will come into 
effect. The new scale will apply to all applicants applying to CAO on the basis of their Leaving 
Certificate examination results (1985 – present).  If you sat the Leaving Certificate between 1985 
and 2016, scores for grades will be adjusted to conform to the new scale. The points available 
under the new scale cannot be compared with the points awarded up to 2016. 

The New Common Points Scale for Leaving Certificate from  
2017 is as follows:  

Higher Level Grade Points Ordinary Level Grade Points

H1 100

H2 88

H3 77

H4 66

H5 56 01 56

H6 46 02 46

H7 37 03 37

H8 0 04 28

05 20

06 12

07 0

08 0

Maths Bonus Points 
25 bonus points will continue to be awarded for Higher Level Mathematics for H6 grades and 
above. For example, if an applicant receives a H6 grade, an additional 25 points will be added to 
the 46 points already awarded for a H6 grade i.e. Higher Level Mathematics now carries a points 
score of 71 for this applicant.
Foundation Level Mathematics To be confirmed.

Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme

LCVP GRADE REVISED LCVP POINTS

Distinction 66

Merit 46

Pass 28

Changes to basic matriculation requirements from 2017 
Where the requirements are currently 2 higher level C3 grades and 4 ordinary level D3 grades, 
in 2017 these will become 2 H5 and 4 O6/H7 grades. Where the requirements are currently 5 
ordinary level D3 grades, in 2017 these will become 5 O6/H7 grades. Where the requirements 
are currently 3 higher level C3 grades and 3 ordinary level D3 grades, in 2017 these will become 
3 H5 and 3 O6/H7 grades.
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NotesIrish Leaving Certificate Examination 
Points Calculation Grid** 
**Applicants for undergraduate medicine courses should consult the literature of the appropriate institution  
for information on assessment procedures. 

Higher Level 
Grade

Points Ordinary Level 
Grade

Points

H1 100

H2 88

H3 77

H4 66

H5 56 O1 56

H6 46 O2 46

H7 37 O3 37

H8 0 O4 28

O5 20

O6 12

O7 0

O8 0

Maths Bonus Points
25 bonus points will be awarded for Higher Level Mathematics for H6 grades and above. For 
example, if an applicant receives a H6 grade an additional 25 points will be added to the 46 
points already awarded for a H6 grade i.e. Higher Level Mathematics now carries a points score 
of 71 for this applicant.  

Foundation Level Mathematics 

Foundation 
Level Grade

Points Points for Foundation level Mathematics will be awarded by 
certain institutions. Applicants should refer to the literature 
available from each HEI for full details.

F1 20

F2 12

Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme 

Foundation 
Level Grade

Points All HEIs award points for results in Leaving Certificate Vocational 
Programme Link Modules, in place of a sixth Leaving Certificate 
subject. However, not all HEIs count LCVP as meeting eligibility 
requirements in regard to passing subjects. Applicants should 
refer to HEI literature for full details.

F1 20

F2 12

Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme 
1. The six best results, in recognised subjects, in one Leaving Certificate Examination will be counted for  
 points computation.

2.  One sitting only of the Leaving Certificate Examination will be counted for points purposes.

3.  In the case of certain subjects, e.g. Home Economics (General), Foundation Level Mathematics or Foundation 
 Level Irish, some HEIs may not award the points shown above. If in any doubt, check with the Admissions 
 Office of the appropriate HEIs..

4.  Remember, you must first meet the minimum entry requirements in order to be considered for entry to 
 a course. The bonus points are included in the overall points calculation only when Mathematics is one of 
 the applicant’s best six subjects following the addition of the bonus.
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SCHOOL GUIDANCE & COUNSELLING
The Staff of Fingal Community College work in collaboration to offer a full range of activities 
which assist students to make informed choices about their lives. 

For Secondary Students these choices are focussed in a developmental way on 3 key areas:

Personal  -  Educational  -  Vocational

OBJECTIVES
Throughout their Senior Cycle Programme and their time at Fingal Community College students 
will have experienced:

 » Guidance in educational and personal learning management

 » Vocational exploration and information

 »  Individual and/or Group Counselling will have been available for all students on request 
and/or on referral

 »  Access to information which is appropriate for their personal, educational and vocational 
development

 »  Parent(s)/Guardian(s) will have met with the School Guidance Counsellor at Information 
Evenings, Careers Events and at organised Guidance Meetings on request

 »  Students’ needs – with regards to the Guidance and Counselling Provision will be evaluated 
and planned in partnership with Staff, the Principal/School Management on an on-going 
basis.

INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS 
Guidance & Counselling Supports

As a student you will make significant decisions while still at school.  These choices are related 
to personal and social issues, educational issues and vocational issues.  Guidance Counsellors 
and School Counsellors are professionals with the expertise and knowledge to help you make 
choices in the three important areas outlined above.  This is done through individual and group 
consultation, guidance classes and other activities.

We do not make your decision for you.

As a student in Fingal Community College the Guidance Counsellor and/or the School 
Counsellors will undertake, with you, some or all of the following:

 » Help you explore your feelings about your present life situation

 » Explore with you the choices that are open to you and the consequences of each choice

 » Help you to come up with solutions to any problems you may be experiencing 

 »  Offer confidential counselling, within the limits of the law, and/or advice on issues of a 
personal nature

 »  Provide information on various educational and training courses and/or employment 
opportunities

 » Organise classroom activities where you prepare a CV and a letter of application

 » Give you advice and help on study and examination techniques

 » Administer Assessment and Aptitude Testing and Career Interest Inventories

 » Explain to you, and your parent(s)/guardian(s) the CAO System and assist with application

 »  Provide information on Access Schemes for Third Level Education and information regarding 
costs of further studies and financial assistance

 » Provide information on studying abroad and assistance with international applications

Notes
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Notes

Irish
Although studied by all students throughout their schooling, Higher Level Irish is studied by 
less than a third of students, with a 72/28% female take up. It is essential for entry to Primary 
teaching.The lack of male student’s at Leaving Certificate acts to suppress their numbers in 
primary school classrooms. 

Useful for: Acting, Administration, Personnel in Irish Voluntary Bodies (e.g Comhaltas 
Ceoltoiri Eireann) Flight Attendant, Archivist, Army, Civil Service, Broadcasting, Journalist, Local 
Government, Politics, Printing, Publishing, Teaching, School Secretary.

Third Level Entry Requirements
This subject is a requirement for entry into a number of third level courses.

Higher Level - Ardleibheal
It is advisable for students who wish to do Higher Level to have obtained at least a ‘C’ but 
preferably a ‘B’ in Junior Cert Higher Level.

The course is taught in conjunction with the four main skills of learning a language: listening, 
speaking, reading and writing.

 » Bealtriail: The Oral exam is an important part of the exam. 240 marks (40%)

 » There are two written papers. 360 marks (60%)

Paper one - 160 marks (27%)

 » Part A. Listening Section - 3 Parts to this exam 

 »  Part B. A Composition Section with a choice from the following: Write either an essay, a 
story, an article for a newspaper or a debate/speech.
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NotesPaper Two - 200 marks (33%)

 »  Part A. Two reading comprehensions usually connected to cultural affairs, famous people, 
current affairs, etc

 »  Part B. Prose. This firstly consists of questions on compulsory prose and poetry. There are 
four stories and one film/drama on the prose course which are also on the Ordinary Level 
paper. There is a question on a theme or character or an aspect of the story or film. There are 
five poems. These poems are also on the Ordinary Level paper but the standard of answering 
expected is more detailed. 

 »  Part C. Drama/Biography/short stories/béaloideas/filiocht breise 
The candidate is required to write about an Irish language drama that they have studied. 
Here in the college we study “An Triail” a drama with contemporary themes. In fifth year the 
students are brought to a production of the drama through Irish or English.

Students attempting Higher Level are advised to go to the Ghaeltacht. An Ghaeltacht.

Ordinary Level - Gnáthleibhéal

 » Bealtriail: The Oral exam is an important part of the exam. 240 marks (40%)

 » There are two written papers. 360 marks (60%)

Paper one – 160 marks (27%)

 » Part A. Listening Section

 »  Part B. A Composition Section with a choice out of the following: Write a letter, conversation, 
story or a paragraph. Usually the letter and paragraph options are topics that are prepared 
also for the Oral exam.

Paper Two - 200 marks (33%)

 » Part A. Two reading comprehensions, one usually about a famous person and the other 
about something to do with young people, current affairs etc.

 »  Part B. Poetry and Prose. There are four stories and one film/drama on the prose course.
Students are required to know a summary of the story/film and also discuss a theme or 
character. They must answer two questions and there is a choice between two in each case. 
Three out of the five poems are printed on the paper. Students must answer two questions 
on the poems. The questions are generally about a theme, a feeling, an explanation of a line 
or did you enjoy the poem, etc.

Bonnleibheal - Foundation Level.
The main part of this course is listening and speaking. There is one written paper only and this is 
very similar to Junior Cert Ordinary Level consisting mostly of reading comprehension. There are 
no prescribed prose or poetry sections in this course. However students may be asked questions 
about an unseen poem.
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Notes

English
This a good Higher Level subject even for the average student, provided they are prepared to 
read extensively. Good written expression is required to achieve a good result. Some students 
can underestimate the extent to which they must learn their own language in the modes that 
they are required to express themselves, particularly at Higher Level. Higher Grade 4 in English 
is essential for a number of courses like Journalism, Communications and Speech Therapy.

What is English?
At Leaving Cert level, the English course aims to develop: 

 »  The ability to critically analyse information, as preparation for the responsibilities and 
challenges of adult life;

 »  A respect and appreciation for language used accurately and appropriately, and a 
competence in a wide range of oral and written language skills;

 »  An awareness of the value of literature for widening horizons, for enhancing their sense of 
cultural identity, and for personal enjoyment.

Paper One
Paper 1 is divided into two sections: Comprehension and composition 
Students are expected to answer questions while considering both their audience and the intent 
behind the writing. 

Paper Two
Paper 2 examines the students’ understanding of a range of literary texts which have 
been prescribed for study:
Students must choose a single text for close study, three or more texts to form a comparative 

study, and must follow a prescribed course in poetry.
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Notes
Comment
Parents and students should be aware of the following cautionary points when considering the 
study of English at Higher Level for the Leaving Certificate exam.

 »  The study of English at Higher Level places significant demands on the Leaving Certificate 
student.

 »  The syllabus is very broad in its range of prescribed materials and can be quite time 
consuming.

 » The Higher Level (course) exam rewards good writing skills and an independent learner.

 »  The extended composition features largely on both papers at Higher Level and students are 
expected to write between 750-1000 words in the time available, in these compositions.

 »  There is the assumption at Higher Level that students will read widely and independently 
over the two years.

 »  An interest in social, political and current affairs is vital and highly developed writing skills 
and critical analyses skills are prerequisites at Higher Level.

 »  Conversely at Ordinary Level textual material is printed on the exam paper for students, for 
example in the poetry sections poems are printed for the students.  Less extended pieces of 
writing are also expected.

 »  Texts at Ordinary Level are less challenging particularly bearing in mind that students at O.L. 
do not have to study a Shakespearean play.

 »  Texts prescribed at O.L. are very student friendly and aimed at encouraging the more 
reluctant reader.

 »  There is a vast difference in the study of English at Higher Level for Junior Certificate and the 
Study of English at Higher Level for the Leaving Certificate.

Recommendation

It is recommended that a student has achieved at least a grade (C) at Junior Certificate Higher 
Level, to continue into Higher Level Leaving Certificate English.

Useful for: Acting, Administration, Accountant, Broadcasting, Civil Servant, Librarian, Marketing, 
Personnel Officer, Politician, Public Relations Officer, Solicitor, Barrister, Speech Therapist, 
Teacher, Receptionist, Typist, Computer Programmer, Flight Attendant, Printer, Copy Writer, 
Editor, Proof Reader, sales Representative, Translator, Interpreter, Secretary.
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Notes

Maths
Project Maths, the current Leaving Cert curriculum, provides students with the opportunity to 
gain an understanding of and familiarity with several branches of mathematics, as well as 
developing their overall appreciation of the subject. The branches, or ‘strands’ in question have 
been chosen because they have applications in everyday life, are useful in other disciplines and 
provide a foundation for further education. As a result, maths is very accessible to students at all 
levels.

As a wide-ranging subject with many fields, mathematics has practical applications in every day 
life. For students it opens doors to careers. For citizens it enables informed decisions. For nations 
it provides knowledge to compete in a technological community. No longer just the language of 
science, mathematics contributes in direct and fundamental ways to business, finance, health 
and defence. Whether it’s managing your monthly budget or a part of your job, mathematics 
has a place in everyone’s life. 

What level of Mathematics would be suitable for me?
Mathematics is available for study at three levels, Foundation, Ordinary, and Higher and each 
level covers everything in the levels below it. Students are encouraged to study at the level 
appropriate to their needs and aspirations. There are many careers which require or benefit 
greatly from having a Higher Level of mathematics and it’s a good idea to research these before 
coming to a decision.

Aiming for Higher Level:
Mathematics at Higher Level is designed to suit the needs of all students, whether they’re 
continuing their study of mathematics to Third Level, studying it to complement another subject 
(such as Business or Physics), or just looking for points. The course familiarises students with 
the ideas of abstraction and rigorous proof, giving learners a feeling for the great mathematical 
concepts that span many centuries and cultures, as well as covering practical everyday topics 
which students are meeting in their lives outside school.
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Notes
The Higher Level course is demanding, but very rewarding, both in terms of intellectual 
achievement and potential career paths opened. Worldwide, and particularly in Ireland there 
is huge demand for students who are technically capable and Higher Level mathematics trains 
students in exactly the skills they’ll need to succeed.

From a careers perspective, students considering a career in any area of science, medicine, 
engineering, business, or finance should be studying Higher Level maths if at all possible, as 
large portions of the Higher Level course will be reviewed or assumed at third level. There are of 
course many other careers and courses which benefit from a knowledge of Higher Level maths.

Aiming for Ordinary Level:
At Ordinary Level, students are offered mathematics that is meaningful, relatively accessible, 
and chosen with the understanding that many of them may go on to use and apply 
mathematics in their future careers and all of them will meet the subject to a greater or lesser 
degree in their daily lives. The course starts with practical and familiar problems, and gradually 
introduces more abstract ideas, leading towards the use of academic mathematics in the context 
of further study.

Most Leaving Cert students sit the Ordinary Level maths exam, often having dropped down from 
Higher Level due to increased pressure in sixth year. Passing Ordinary Level maths is extremely 
important, as the majority of CAO courses require at least a O6; and students who don’t meet 
this requirement are often left with few to no Third Level education options.

Aiming for Foundation Level:
At Foundation Level, mathematics is about developing maths as a body of knowledge and 
skills that makes sense and can be used in many different ways as a good method of solving 
problems and finding answers. It’s intended to equip learners with the knowledge and skills 
required in everyday life, and it is also intended to lay the groundwork for learners who may 
proceed to further studies in areas in which specialist mathematics is not required.

The course focuses primarily on fundamental skills and providing a basic but solid understanding 
of mathematical concepts which will remain relevant and useful in the future. As well as 
numerical problems, students can also expect to be presented with visual and spatial questions, 
as well as some theory.

Taking Foundation Level maths has the disadvantage of making many CAO courses inaccessible, 
which may have serious implications for students considering Third Level education.
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Notes
Third Level Entry Requirements
This subject is a requirement for entry into a number of third level courses. 
Some colleges may accept a student getting a ‘H7’ grade at Higher Level maths as having 
passed their examination.  Some Higher Education Institutes have introduced a ‘second-chance’ 
exam for students who do not pass Leaving Cert maths, which is sufficient to enter some of 
their courses which require mathematics.

Subject Content:
Project Maths divides the course into five ‘strands’ of maths which are studied at all levels, in 
greater depth at Higher Levels. These are:

 »  Statistics and Probability aims to provide an understanding of what probability is and why 
concepts such as variation and uncertainty are important. Students will also learn how to 
analyse statistics such as those in newspapers, business reports, and scientific data, so that 
they can draw meaningful and relevant conclusions. 

 »  Geometry and Trigonometry deals with shapes such as circles and triangles, both on 
the coordinate plane and otherwise. The skills developed here are useful in areas such 
as architecture, landscape design, and agriculture, as well as visual design and spatial 
reasoning.

 »  Number Learners make meaning of the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division of whole and rational numbers and extend this sense-making to  
complex numbers. 

  They extend their work on proof and become more proficient at using algebraic notation and 
the laws of arithmetic and induction to show that something is always true.

 »  Algebra Students make use of letter symbols for numeric quantities and connect graphical 
and symbolic representations of algebraic concepts.

  They learn to use real life problems as vehicles to motivate the use of algebra and algebraic 
thinking and use appropriate graphing technologies.

 »  Functions Formally introduces students to the concept of a function as that which involves a 
set of inputs, a set of possible outputs and a rule that assigns one output to each input.  The 
relationship between functions and algebra is further emphasised and learners continue to 
connect graphical and symbolic representations of functions.  They are introduced to calculus 
as the study of how things change and use derivatives to solve various kinds of  
real-world problems.

Useful for: Engineering, Engineering Technician, Geologist, Insurance, Economist, Accountancy, 
Actuary, Air Traffic Controller, Architecture, Astronomy, Banking, Biologist, Clerical Worker, 
Chemist, Civil Servant, Computer Operator, Data Input Operator. 
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Notes

Religious Education
 
This subject explores common issues faced by all people living in society. Students will develop 
the skills and knowledge used to manage personal resources and guide human behaviour.

Religious education is taught to all Senior Cycle Students. It can be selected as an Examination 
Subject for the Leaving Certificate or can be studied without the formality of a terminal 
examination. There is emphasis placed upon developing critical-thinking, problem-solving, 
inquiry and initiative.  Students get a chance to explore issues such as meaning and value, the 
nature of morality and the development and diversity of belief.

Students engage in group-work, discussion, role-play and make presentations in order to 
explore and understand these issues.

Mutual respect and an appreciation for the richness of religious traditions, as well as an 
acknowledgement for non-religious interpretation of life is encouraged.

Third Level Entry Requirements 
This subject is not an essential requirement for any courses in the CAO system.
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Notes

French
The French course is a continuation of the Junior Cert course to a more advanced level.The 
Leaving Certificate French course builds on knowledge already attained in Junior Cert level. It is 
advisable that students should have attained a high grade at honours level if hoping to attempt 
the exam at Honours Leaving Certificate Level.  Students are expected to read magazines and to 
tune in to French radio, podcasts, TV 5 or use duolingo. 

Oral assessment 
General conversation with the option of also discussing a picture or document of the pupils 
choice. Examinations during 5th and 6th year for house exams and mock orals and within the 
Department there is oral language team teaching. 

Listening Comprehension 
Candidates will listen to a CD – recording and answer questions on what they have heard, e.g. 
public announcements, extracts from radio, conversations overheard, etc. Use of supplementary 
material is also recommended. 

Reading Comprehension 
Higher Level candidates will explore various levels of meaning and register in literary & 
journalistic texts & current affairs. All students will also demonstrate grammar analysis and 

manipulation of syntax. 

Written Production 
Higher Level Oral 25% Aural 20% Written 55% 
Ordinary Oral 20% Aural 25% Written 55%

Learning a language requires regular study throughout the two years of the course, as 
proficiency in the language can only be built up gradually.  A student who is prepared to work 
can do well in these subjects. 

Many colleges have a language as a course entry requirement, e.g. European Studies, 
Languages or Marketing. Industry and employers rate language skills highly.

You need a European language as a minimum entry requirement to study in any NUI Colleges: 
UCD, NUI Galway, UCC, NUI Maynooth, St. Angela’s Sligo, Shannon College of Hotel Management, 
RCSI and to become a Cadet in the Army or the Air Corps.
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Notes

German
 

What sort of subject? 
The Leaving Certificate syllabus in German is very student orientated and requires a type of 
“encounter German” to be studied. It prepares the pupil in the type of language which she/he 
would experience if working in, or on a visit to Germany. A high honours standard in the Junior 
Cert. is strongly advisable in order to do Higher Level in the Leaving Cert. 

The emphasis is on creating skills in: 

 » Speaking German (general conversation and role-playing) 

 » Understanding telephone conversations in German. 

 » Understanding radio broadcasts (news, documentaries etc)

 » Reading comprehension (contemporary literary and journalistic) 

 » Writing letters in German (both personal and formal)

 » Writing conversations and notes in German (Ordinary Level) 

 »  Writing longer pieces in German based on themes arising from the texts used for reading 
comprehension (Higher Level) 

 » Applied grammar exercises

 »  “Landeskunde” or knowledge of the German-speaking world; this is a study of geography, 
customs, culture, contemporary scene, etc., in German-speaking countries. 
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Format of the Examination 
The German Examination consists of the following elements: 

 » Oral exam 

 » Aural exam 

 »  Reading comprehension (two pieces, one from a literary source, and the other from a 
journalistic source) 

 »  Written Comprehension in the form of a letter/dialogue/essay type piece, all based on a 
theme from a text or other source. 

 »  The combined marks allocated for the oral and aural comprehension elements of Leaving 
Cert German is 45% 

What type of student? 
The syllabus will suit a student who is encouraged or feels motivated by career requirements, 
travel or further study. It is not confined to the “A” student with a flair for the “classical” 
approach to language. It suits any student who wishes to speak the language and who is 
prepared to explore its communicative aspects. 

Career Links - Job Opportunities 
In an enlarged European Union, a good knowledge of one or more of the languages of the 
countries of the EU, particularly German, will give the student an obvious advantage and 
increased mobility when competing for jobs in the European jobs market. German is the first 
language of some 100 million Europeans and the second most important foreign language 
in the EU. More and more employers are looking for graduates with communication skills, 
interpersonal and presentation skills, problem solving, team working and organisational skills, 
and independence. These are all skills which are developed when learning a language. 

Business 
Germany is one of Ireland’s main trading partners. It is the largest market in Europe and is an 
important export market for Ireland in the Euro zone. Many Irish business people require a 
working knowledge of the German language to engage effectively with the German economy. 
The demand is for people who are proficient in many branches of commerce through German. 
Germany is also the third largest provider of foreign direct investment in Ireland and German 
companies employ an estimated 20,000 people in Ireland. In short, German is a big plus in an 
international career. 

Undergraduate and Graduate courses 
There is now a very wide choice of courses at Third-level, where Leaving Certificate German 
forms the basis for pursuing a course in computer science, marketing, tourism and education. 
This choice is increasing on an annual basis both in Irish and British Third Level colleges. 
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Japanese
Japan is a country with a wonderful culture, and Japanese is an exciting language to learn. The 
Japanese Leaving Certificate course is two years, and is open to all 5th year students com-
ing from Junior Cycle or from Transition Year. The course starts from zero, so no experience of 
Japanese is necessary.  Also, no previous experience of learning a modern language is required. 
Students of Japanese will work from a textbook, and submit homework and assignments online 
through a dedicated website.

Oral assessment
The oral exam makes up 25% of your overall mark. The test is for 15 minutes and is divided 
into three sections: (1) general conversation (2) speaking about a topic relating to Japanese 
culture, and (3) describing a picture (usually about Japanese school life). Students are marked 
on fluency, pronunciation and grammatical proficiency.

Listening comprehension
The listening exam makes up 20% of your overall mark. The test is for 40 minutes and students 
will answer questions in English relating to a wide range of daily conversations such as a trip to 
the doctor, ordering food, making an enquiry, talking about holidays, etc.

Notes
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Reading & writing
The comprehension exam has 3 reading comprehension questions and 2 essay questions. It’s 
worth 55% of your overall mark. Students will demonstrate their comprehension and writing 
abilities as they read articles about life and culture in Japan and write about their own lives in 
letters and emails to Japanese friends.

Japanese is a great language to learn as pronunciation is straight-forward and grammar is very 
simple. There is more work involved in learning its 3 alphabets, but written Japanese is beautiful 
to write and fascinating to learn. Students will be taught all three alphabets and will have a 
brush calligraphy class once a week with a native Japanese teacher. 

Japan is the third largest economy in the world, so proficiency allows students to not only travel 
and work in Japan, but also to work in many European countries, America, Australia, India and 
China.

An ‘A’ grade in Japanese is worth the same number of points as any other Leaving Certificate 
subject, and almost 100% of Irish universities accept Japanese as a modern language as part of 
their entry requirements. 

Notes
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Spanish
The Spanish course is a continuation of the Junior Cert course to a more advanced level.  The 
Leaving Certificate Spanish course builds on knowledge already attained in Junior Cert level.  It is 
advisable that students should have attained a high grade at honours level if hoping to attempt 
at Honours Leaving Certificate Level.  Students are expected to read magazines and to tune in to 
Spanish radio, podcasts or TV. Using “Duolingo V” a Free App available on Playstore and Apple on 
a regular basis is also highly recommended.

Oral Comprehension
The oral examination consists of two distinct parts.

SECTION A – General Conversation

The candidate is assessed on how well she/he answers the questions about his/her life such as 
family, friends, social life, future plans etc.

SECTION B – Role Plays

The Role Play tests potentially real situations which candidates might encounter with native 
speakers in Spain.

Listening Comprehension
Candidates will listen to a CD – recording and answer questions on what they have heard, e.g. 
public announcements, extracts from radio, conversations overheard.  Use of supplementary 
material is also recommended.

Reading Comprehension
Higher Level candidates will explore various levels of meaning and register in literary & 
journalistic texts & current affairs.  All students will also demonstrate grammar analysis and 
manipulation of syntax.

Notes
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Written Production 
Higher Level Oral 25% Aural 20% Written 55% 
Ordinary Oral 20% Aural 25% Written 55%

Learning a language requires regular study throughout the two years of the course, as 
proficiency in the language can only be built up gradually.  A student who is prepared to work 
can do well in these subjects.

Many colleges have a language as a course entry requirement, e.g. European Studies, 
Languages or Marketing.  Industry and employers rate language skills highly.

You need a European language as a minimum entry requirement to study in any NUI Colleges: 
UCD, NUI Galway, UCC, NUI Maynooth, St. Angela’s Sligo, Shannon College of Hotel Management, 
RCSI and to become a Cadet in the Army of the Air Corps.

Notes
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Russian
Russian as a Leaving Cert subject aims to bring students closer to fluency in the Russian 
language, as well as developing a good knowledge of literature, culture, geography, and 
national history to provide a context for communication.

What kind of student might Russian suit?
At Fingal Community College we offer Russian to students who are have some knowledge of the 
language and wish to study Russian further for the Leaving Certificate.

 » Students who can already speak Russian and are aiming for a high grade. 

 » Anyone with an interest in Russian culture, history, and language. 

 » Students who are considering working in Russia or international relations in the future. 

Third Level Entry Requirements 
This subject is not an essential requirement for any courses in the CAO system
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Notes

Agricultural Science
This subject demonstrates how to explore nature using carefully planned methods, and teaches 
the basic methods and findings of scientific investigation. Agricultural science is the study of the 
science and technology underlying the principles and practices of agriculture. It aims to develop 
knowledge, skills and attitudes concerning the factors that affect the long-term well-being of 
agricultural resources, and places emphasis on the managed use of these resources

Third Level Entry Requirements 
It is counted as a science subject in any course which has a science subject as a requirement.

Subject Content

The course consists of the study of a variety of aspects of agriculture under the following headings:

 » Soils

 » Animal Science

 » Machinery and Agriculture

 » Grassland

 » Plant Science

 » Crop Production 
 Barley, Wheat, Potatoes, Maize and Fodder Crops

 » Animal Production 
 Animal Health, Condition Scoring, Nutrients, Food and Nutrition, Animal and Housing Welfare

 » Dairy

 » Beef

 » Sheep

 » Pig Production

 » Poultry (Optional)
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Notes
Exam Structure
The examination in Agricultural Science consist of (a) a terminal examination paper and (b) an 
assessment of the work of the candidate during the course under the headings: identification 
of plant and animal types associated with agriculture; practical experience with crops, livestock, 
house and farmyard layouts; investigations carried out related to ecology, soil science, animal 
physiology, plant physiology, genetics and microbiology.

Final Written Exam 300 marks

Portfolio 100 marks

Structure of Portfolio
 » Practical Assessment Structure

 » Plants & Families 10 Marks

 » Animals & Families 10 Marks

 » Experience with crops 10 Marks

 » Experience with livestock 15 Marks

 » Farm/Farmyard Layout 10 Marks

Science Investigations

 » Ecology

 » Soil Science

 » Animal Physiology

 » Plant Physiology

 » Genetics

 » Microbiology

Final Comments
Agricultural science is for students who want to learn about agriculture, food and natural 
resources. You don’t have to be from a farming background to study agricultural science.

Careers
Agricultural Research, Veterinary Studies, Food Science, Forestry, Horticulture, General Farming, 
Dairy - Beef - Crop Production, Poultry, Biotechnology, Wine Production, Fish Farming, Zoology
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Biology
What is Biology?
Biology involves the study of the cell, genetics, food, ecology, human and plant physiology 
and anatomy. The Leaving Certificate course is quite long and requires the completion of 22 
mandatory practicals. The course demands constant study and a good memory but students can 
do well if they are prepared to work hard. The ability to draw outline diagrams is desirable and 
fluency in communicating in written form is essential. It forms a knowledge base for hundreds 
of careers ranging from Beautician to Biotechnology. It is advisable to take Biology if you are 
considering a career in Nursing. It is necessary for students who wish to take Biology as an 
elective for Home Economics Teacher Training, in St. Angela’s College, Sligo and a requirement 
for Dental Hygiene Courses.

Students are provided with the knowledge, skills and understanding to pursue further 
education, training and employment in biology-related fields, and to make judgements on 
contemporary issues in biology and science that impact on their daily lives and on society. The 
syllabus consists of approximately 70% biological knowledge, understanding and skills; the 
remaining 30% deals with the technological, political, social and economic aspects of biology.

The syllabus introduced in 2002 has been developed in response to current knowledge and 
application of biology. Account has been taken of the need to include contemporary biological 
technologies such as DNA profiling and genetic screening. It aims to create in students an 
awareness of the application of biological knowledge to modern society and to develop an 
ability to make informed evaluations about contemporary biological issues.

The course covers a wide range of topics, including cell structure and diversity, metabolism, 
genetics and human and flowering plant anatomy and physiology. The general principles of 
ecology are studied, and one particular ecosystem is examined in detail. An ecology field trip is 
arranged in 5th Year. Particular emphasis is placed on the practical aspects of biology, and there 
are a number of mandatory activities that each student must carry out for themselves.
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What type of student might Biology suit?
Students who enjoyed science in the Junior Certificate might wish to consider studying 
biology at Senior Cycle. The course is a continuation of what was studied at Junior Cycle but in 
more detail. It is particularly suited to students who have scored highly in the Naturalist and 
Investigative areas in their interest test.

Associated Careers?
The types of courses and careers where the study of Biology at second level might be helpful 
would include the following; Agriculture, Biology Teaching, Animal Breeder, Animal Nursing, 
Ambulance Driver, Biochemist, Biologist, Catering, Chiropody, Conservation Work, Dentist, 
Dietician, Farmer, Food Science, Doctor, Health Inspector, Horticulturist, Laboratory Technician, 
Marine Biologist, Microbiologist, Nursing, Pharmacist, Physiotherapist, Psychologist, Science 
Teacher, Speech Therapist, Veterinary Surgeon, Zoologist.

Third Level Entry Requirements
It is counted as a science subject in any course which has a science subject as a requirement.

Subject Content
The course is divided into three units

 » Unit 1 The study of life (ecology and food science)

 » Unit 2 The Cell (Genetics, photosynthesis, respiration and enzymes)

 » Unit 3 The organism (a study of body systems, plant biology and microbiology)

There are 22 mandatory practical activities. Three of these are examined each year, two of 
which have to be answered. A laboratory record of these activities has to be kept and available 
for inspection by The Department of Education and Skills. An ecology portfolio has also to be 
completed. As of yet no marks are awarded for the laboratory notebook or the portfolio. There 
is a strong emphasis on social and applied aspects e.g. when studying the breathing system a 
breathing disorder is studied.

Exam Structure
The examination at Higher and Ordinary Level is three hours duration. The exam paper is divided 
into three units.

 » Section A - Six short questions (answer five) 100 marks.

 » Section B - Three questions on practical activities (answer two) 60 marks.

 » Section C - Six long questions (answer four) 240 marks.

Final Comments

 »  It is recommended that a student taking Leaving Certificate Biology has a good 
understanding of Junior Science at Higher Level.

 » Each student must have an aptitude and interest for laboratory work.

 » A considerable amount of learning and study is necessary to do well in this subject.
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Chemistry
Topics covered include organic chemistry, water analysis, industrial chemistry, bonding, gases, 
oxidation and reductions, fuels, environmental chemistry. 
Emphasis is placed on the social and applied aspects of chemistry, so students understand how 
chemistry relates to everyday life. 
The new syllabus (2002) has as its primary aim; To produce a scientifically literate population 
challenging the idea that chemistry is only for the elite. 

What kind of student might Chemistry suit?

 »  Students considering a career in any scientific discipline, such as chemistry, biology, 
environmental science, medicine, pharmacology, or material science.

 »  Students who were successful in Junior Cert Science, particularly in the chemistry section.

 »  A student of average ability, who is well motivated should be able to acquire a grade C in 
the Higher Level paper. Above average ability is needed to acquire a B or A. 

What is Chemistry?
The Leaving Cert course follows directly from Junior Cert Science, and deals with more topics 
in a lot more depth. The course includes 28 mandatory practical experiments which must be 
completed in the lab, as well as a written paper including questions on the experiments and 
examining the theory and applications of chemistry. 

The Chemistry course is designed to encourage an appreciation of the scientific, social, 
economic, environmental and technological aspects of chemistry and an understanding of 
the historical development of chemistry. It attempts to develop skills of observation, analysis, 
evaluation, communication and problem solving. It is an abstract subject in which students 
develop fluency in communication. The syllabus consists of approximately 70% pure chemistry 
and the remaining 30% deals with the social and applied aspects of chemistry. There are 28 
compulsory experiments. 
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Third Level Entry Requirements
This subject is a requirement for entry into a number of third level courses. For example; Human 
Nutrition and Biomedical Science courses in DIT and Veterinary Science in UCD require HC in 
Chemistry.

The study of Chemistry for its own sake should not be ignored. The student is introduced to 
the study of ideas and experimental work that have shaped the 20th Century.  Some of the 
theoretical work covered, represents the finest flowering of human achievement in any field. 

A Graduate of a degree programme in Chemistry, when qualified, can find work in the Irish 
Chemical & Pharmaceutical industry, which is now well established in this country, especially 
in the field of fine chemicals. The industry is confident that there will be a steady demand for 
chemistry graduates.

Subject Content
Leaving Cert. Chemistry is comprised of all the essential and relevant topics within general 
chemistry. The major topics involved include the following:
 » Atomic structure

 » Volumetric analysis

 » Organic chemistry

 » Water chemistry

 » Reaction mechanisms.

There also is an option to be taken as part of the course which involves the study of 
atmospheric and industrial chemistry or the study of materials and electrochemistry.
Experimental investigations are an essential part of the Leaving Certificate course. Each student 
must complete at least 28 experiments over the duration of the course.
Experimental work is examined as part of the Leaving Certificate exam and forms the basis for a 
minimum of three questions on the exam paper.

Exam Structure
The Leaving Certificate exam is three hours in duration. Each candidate must answer at least two 
questions from Section A (experimental section) and a maximum of six questions from Section B.
There are eleven questions in total on the exam paper, each carrying fifty marks.
There is no element of continuous assessment but experimental copies must be available for 
inspection by the State Examinations Commission.

Final Comments

 »  It is recommended that a student undertaking the course has a good understanding of Junior 
Cert Science at the Higher Level.

 »  A reasonable competence in Maths is required. 

 » Each student should have an aptitude and interest for laboratory work.

 »  A student would be expected to have a reasonable level of Junior Cert Maths, either at 
Higher or Ordinary Level.

 »  Recent observations from journalists writing about careers have suggested that the Irish 
Economy is experiencing a shortage of people with Chemistry skills. Yet points requirements 
to get into Applied Chemistry courses in Institutes of Technology are among the lowest. This 
is the case because the demand for these courses among school leavers is low.
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Physics

What is Physics?
The aims of the Physics syllabus are to provide students with: 

A knowledge of basic physical principles, terminology, facts and methods; of how physics is 
fundamental to many technological developments; and of how it contributes to the social, 
historical, environmental and economic life of society. 

An understanding of how the scientific method can be applied to solving physical problems, of 
its limitations and constraints and of how physics relates to everyday life. 

Skills in measuring physical quantities by experiment, following instructions using laboratory 
equipment and analysing and evaluating experimental results. 

Competence in presenting information in a scientific manner, reporting on experimental work, 
solving numeric problems, reading and understanding scientific prose and relating scientific 
concepts to facts and observations of everyday life. 

The Leaving Cert physics course follows directly from Junior Cert Science and covers more topics 
in greater depth. The course is heavily based around experiments; students are required to 
complete and write reports of 24 practical experiments throughout the two years, and be fully 
aware of how to accurately record and analyse results and how to minimise and accommodate 
for experimental errors. These laboratory experiments, along with many more non-compulsory 
experiments are examined in detail on a section of the written paper.

The course also involves a lot of theory which is tested on the written examination. Students are 
expected to be able to use various formulae with respect to SI units and significant figures, and 
have a good understanding of the role in physics in modern society and technology.

What type of student might Physics suit? 

 »  Students considering a career in any mathematical or scientific discipline, such as finance, 
statistics, engineering, physics, or computer science.

 »  Students who were successful in their Junior Cert science examination, particularly in the 
Physics section of the course.
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Physics and Careers
Physics contributes to a student’s future career in many ways. It helps, in conjunction with 
the other Leaving Certificate subjects, to provide a broad, balanced education for any student. 
Physics teaches students to think logically and enables them to express their thoughts in a 
concise manner. The skills and knowledge developed through their study of physics can be 
useful in a wide variety of situations.

Physics is a useful subject for many courses and careers and a good foundation for a broad 
range of scientific and technical careers. Many careers benefit from the logical and numeracy 
skills developed by the study of physics. Many technical courses involve components of physics.

In most engineering course, you will find a high physics content, while some paramedical 
careers will involve the study of it, e.g. Radiography, Physiotherapy etc.  Anyone considering 
courses or careers in Electronics would be very much encouraged to do physics.

Subject Content
The physics studied is broken into eight topics; 

(a) six compulsory  -  (b) two option sections (Higher paper only, one to be done)

Compulsory sections are:

 » Optics / Waves: the study of light and sound and real life applications of the theory.

 » Mechanics: time, space, distance, speed and acceleration.

 » Heat: changes of state, energy conversions and mathematical problems.

 » Electricity: develops on from simple circuits to more detailed concepts.

 »  Electricity and Magnetism: gravity, relationship between electricity and magnetism, study 
of how a motor works, ac. and dc. circuits and phenomena with real world applications.

 »  Atomic Physics: cathode rays, x-rays, radioactive decay, fission and fusion, nuclear reactors 
and real world applications.

Two option sections are:

 »  Particle Physics: recent type of physics, delving into the new discoveries leading to a better 
understanding of the formation of the universe and where we came from.

 »  Applied Electricity: detailed study of electricity and the working of a motor developing from 
electricity already studied.

At Higher Level, there is a deeper, more quantitative treatment of physics.  The two option 
sections are omitted from the Ordinary Level course.

The course also consists of 24 core mandatory experiments complimenting each section in an 
aim to develop students’ technical skills and enhance understanding and reinforce key concepts.

Exam Structure
Leaving Certificate Physics is assessed by means of one terminal examination paper at each 
level.  Students are required to keep a record of their practical work over the two years of the 
course.  The Leaving Cert physics exam is three hours in duration.

Final Comments
While there is an element of maths in the physics course, honours maths is not a requirement 
to do honours physics.Pupils should become able to draw and read graphs and be competent 
in using a calculator throughout the course.  The physics syllabus has strong links with the 
other science subjects especially chemistry.  There are strands of physics which overlap with 
woodwork and construction especially the electricity and heat sections.

Pupils who will gain the most from studying physics are those who have an interest in science 
at Junior Cert level and those who enjoy learning about how things work.  The science, 
technology and society section allows students the chance to see where the physics they are 
learning applies as in TVs, car motors and electricity
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Accounting
Aims:

 »  To contribute to a balanced and appropriate general education, leading to the personal and 
social development of each student together with a fostering of the concept of accountability

 »  To create awareness of the business environment and to provide each student with the 
knowledge, understanding and skills leading to a personal competence and responsible 
participation in this changing and challenging environment.

 »  To encourage the development of self-reliance, mental organisation and agility, clear and 
logical thinking, planning habits, methods of investigation and processes whereby accuracy 
can be ensured

 »  To enhance numeracy skills and promote awareness of the use of figures computations and 
statistics in the world of business and enterprise

 »  To expose students to aspects of business and enterprise with a view to career and working 
life, additional studies in accounting or as a basis for further education.

Subject Content
Accounting is a business studies option within the Leaving Certificate programme. It covers 
aspects of business and social life which are not dealt with in any other subject in that 
programme. It is concerned with the preparation, recording, extraction, presentation and 
analysis of financial information for the purpose of making economic decisions. The course 
also involves a Management Accounting section where the student will learn how to analyse 
business costs and how to prepare budgets.  An extension of Book-Keeping as covered under 
the Junior Certificate, this course was totally revised in 1998 to update and improve the old 
Leaving Certificate Accounting Syllabus. 

Accounting at first might appear an intimidating subject for some students. Many mistakenly 
assume that a knowledge of Higher Level mathematics is an essential requirement for entry. 
Experience has shown that any student with a logical mind and an ability to see the entire 
scope of the Accounting system will have little difficulty with the subject.  In actual fact many 
find it a very rewarding and relaxing subject to study as it is a subject where the student can 
easily measure the progress being made.
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Topics covered include:
Financial Statements Preparation, Farm Accounts, Club Accounts, Company Accounts, 
Manufacturing Accounts, Financial Statements Analysis and Interpretation, Budgeting, Break-
even Analysis, Cost Classification, Accounting Theory and Principles.

Exam Structure
The subject is examined at Higher and Ordinary Level. Both levels involve one exam of three 
hours duration. The exam paper is made up of three sections, the first two are based on the 
Financial Accounting section of the course and the third covers the Management Accounting 
section. Questions must be answered from all sections of the exam paper.

Career Options 

 » Pursue a Professional Accountancy Qualification. 

 »  Work in/as any of the following, Banking, Insurance, Management, Company Secretary, 
Receptionist, Accounting Technician, Hotel Management, Hospital and School Administration, 
Computer Industry, Auctioneering, Advertising, Law and Engineering.

 »  Banking – Institute of Banker Examinations reach no higher than Honours Accounting level.

 »  Accounting is on the curriculum of many Third Level Courses, the most obvious being the 
Business Courses but also for Hotel Management, Hospital Administration, various Computer 
Courses, Auctioneering, Advertising, Law and Engineering to name but a few. 

 »  Accounting is compulsory in the first year of the Bachelor of Commerce degree. It is optional 
subsequently but it is very often the subject on which the quality of the degree is based. 
This applies particularly to those who have a career in accountancy in mind. 

 »  Becoming a Certified Accountant is possible directly after degree while another three years 
study is required for Chartered Accountancy. 

 »  A background in Accounting will also prove very useful for those who intend starting their 
own business or joining the family business. 

 »  In fact, it is hard to think of any career where some knowledge of Accounting would not be 
useful. 

Final Comments

 »  The course is numerically based but theory and procedures must be learned also. While the 
student needs to be comfortable with numbers he or she does not need to be at Higher 
maths Level. 

 »  The computer is steadily eliminating the purely mechanical and book-keeping role of 
accountants so more and more managers have to analyse, interpret and use the figures 
produced by the computer. 

 »  The Junior Certificate Business Studies Course provides a foundation for this course and the 
absence of this foundation will make it more difficult to succeed.

 »  This course offers a hard working student the real possibility of high grades because of the 
unambiguous nature of the questions.

 » An organised student with an aptitude for order will be particularly suited to this course.
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Business
This subject is concerned with understanding the environment in which business operates. As 
a business student you are encouraged to show enterprise, initiative and self-reliance, which 
you may apply in further education and in your personal, working and public life.  This is a 
practical and vocationally-oriented course that introduces students to the world of business in a 
straightforward and logical way.  
 
It aims to create an awareness of the importance of business activity and to develop a positive 
and ethical attitude towards it. The importance of people in business is highlighted. The course 
sets out to illustrate the process of setting up a business and developing a new product or 
service.  
 
It emphasises the importance of good management and deals with skills and activities 
necessary for good management practice. It also deals with the impact of technology, foreign 
trade, global firms and competition and with business structures and the national economy

What do you Study? 
You study all aspects of the business world. 

You learn about: 
People in Business: Stakeholders in the world of business, the conflicts that occur and how 
to resolve the conflicts that can occur and how to resolve the conflicts by non-legislative and 
legislative means.

Enterprise: Starting and Running your own Business, Management of Business, Financial 
Planning, Human Resources Management, Marketing, Enterprise in the Community 

Environment in which Business Operates: Legal Structure of Business, Government Regulation, 
Taxation, European Union (EU), International Monetary Fund (IMF), International Trade, Ethical 
Business, Role of Information Technology in Business, Smart Economy. 
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How can you benefit by studying Business for Leaving Cert.? 
You will understand the structure and management of business. 
You will be able to understand & discuss current affairs as they relate to business. 
You will develop your communication, literacy, numeracy and problem solving skills. 

Third Level Entry Requirements 
This subject is not an essential requirement for any courses in the CAO system.  Though not 
essential for any course it provides an excellent foundation for anyone contemplating a business 
career. Many colleges offer business courses and courses containing strong business elements. It 
is therefore very useful to have background knowledge from your Leaving Cert Course. 

Career Options: 
Finance and Management, Teaching, Marketing, Event Management, Taxation, Setting up your 
own Business. Most careers today benefit from a good background knowledge of the business 
world.

Subject Content

 »  There are 7 core units covering the following topics: Introduction to people in business; 
Enterprise; Managing 1 & 2; Business in action; Domestic Environment and International 
Environment. 

 »  There is a common syllabus covering Higher and Ordinary Level, which will fulfill the aims 
and objectives of the course. 

 »  A flexibility of design that caters for present day Irish business education and yet is capable 
of adaptation to future developments in a structured and efficient way. 

 »  It assists students to develop their education for adult and working life including the creation 
of positive attitudes towards self-employment. 

 »  From time to time there may be field trips or guest speakers where the course allows.  These 
are not a compulsory part of the course and are organized at the teachers’ discretion. 

Final Comments

 »  It is the most popular choice of the business subjects at Leaving Certificate Level. It is a 
continuation of the theory of Junior Certificate Business Studies. However, it does not require 
any previous knowledge at Junior Cert level. Business at Leaving Cert has a very practical and 
modern approach. 

 »  The subject is suited to students who are willing to work hard and caters for all abilities. 

 »  The course content is factual and requires a lot of learning, containing only a few 
mathematical elements.

 »  Ideally, students would have an interest in business and current affairs and would have an 
up to date knowledge of the economic environment.

 »  An organized and consistent attitude to homework and study would be essential in  
this subject.
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Engineering
This subject replaces Junior Certificate Metalwork. Engineering promotes an educational 
understanding of the materials and a knowledge of the processes associated with mechanical 
engineering. This is achieved through the development of skills and initiative in the planning, 
development and realization of technological projects in a safe manner.  It involves the study of 
materials and material testing.  Topics covered include welding, electronics and mechanisms. 

The course is examined by means of a practical project, a day-long practical exam in April or 
May of sixth year and a terminal written examination in June. The practical exam is worth 25% 
and they are graded on precision skills. The practical project involves the completion of a design 
brief, which is worth 25%.

You would really have to have done Junior Certificate metalwork to have a good idea as to what 
is involved in engineering. There is a good mix of theory and practice involved in this subject. 
Many students enjoy the practical aspect but are not too happy when it comes to the theory. 
You will have to present a project as part of the Leaving Certificate examination, so talk to the 
teacher involved so that you know exactly the balance between the theory and practical in 
Leaving Cert Engineering.

Third Level Entry Requirements 
This subject is not an essential requirement for any courses in the CAO system.

Useful for: Agricultural Engineering, Aircraft Technician, Army/Air Corps Apprenticeships, 
Engineering Teacher, Fitter/Turner, Industrial Design, Industrial Design, Industrial Operatives, 
Mechanics, Mechanical Production, Motor Mechanics, Structural and Civil engineer and 
Technician, Welder.
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Design and Communications Graphics
This is a new syllabus introduced in 2007. This subject is all practical based.  Design 
and Communication Graphics provides students with the opportunity for visualizing and 
comprehending information presented verbally or graphically. Problem solving and creative 
thinking skills are developed through the analysis and solution of both 2- and 3-dimensional 
graphics. Graphics and design are communicated using freehand sketching skills, traditional 
draughting equipment and CAD.

If you are interested in taking this subject to Leaving Certificate level you will have taken 
Technical Graphics to Junior Certificate level. There is a great emphasis in the Leaving Certificate 
course on comprehension, analysis and problem solving. In simple terms you must be able to 
understand what has to be done, analyse how you are going to approach it and then proceed to 
solve the problem. Although it is not an essential subject for either architecture or engineering it 
is regarded as a useful asset if you are thinking of a technical course. 

This subject is intended to improve the students’ graphics and visualization skills and their 
creative ability. The subject is designed to cater for all levels of ability by systematically 
stimulating and advancing the inexperienced and by developing and challenging the more able. 

Plane and descriptive geometry and applied graphics provides students with knowledge of 
essential graphic principles. It encourages students to solve graphical problems creatively 
by applying spatial reasoning and geometric principles and concepts, as well as selecting 
appropriate graphics in communicating ideas and solutions. 

Communication of design and computer graphics introduces students to the use of graphics 
in a wide variety of design situations. It also encourages the development of the critical skills 
of design analysis and creative problem solving through the exploration of a variety of design 
problems and solutions. 

It also develops intellectual qualities of comprehension, analysis and problem solving as well as 
the skills of manipulation and dexterity and development of overall design sensitivity. 
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Subject Content
Consists of a core section comprised of (a) plane and solid geometry and (b) communication 
computer graphics. There is also an options section of applied graphics.  Two options are to be 
taken.

All topics are the same for Higher and Ordinary Level. The difference lies in depth of knowledge. 

Exam Structure
Terminal Exam Paper 60%  +   Student Assignment 40%

Student Assignment: 160 Marks

Emphasis on:  

 » Elements of design

 » Communication graphics 

 » Use of ICT’S in design

Different theme for Higher and Ordinary Level
May take the form of:  

 » A design investigation and modification

 » A concept design

Third Level Entry Requirements 
This subject is not an essential requirement for any courses in the CAO system.

Useful for: All Engineering careers, Architecture, Army and Air Corps Apprenticeships, CAD, 
Cartographer, Construction Studies/Trades, Engineering Trades, Fitter, Industrial Designer, Motor 
Mechanic, Structural Design, Draughts Person

 

Final Comments

 » It is an advantage to have studied Technical Graphics at Junior Cert. Level.

 »  Free-hand sketching is a main component of the core therefore Junior Cert art, materials 
technology wood and/or technology would serve as an advantage in this area.

 » A basic knowledge of ICT skills is also beneficial.

 »  Students must also appreciate that work completed must conform to a high standard of 
neatness and draftsman-ship.
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Construction Studies
Construction Studies introduces students to the knowledge and skills associated with 
construction technology and construction materials and practices. This is achieved through 
theoretical study and integrated practical projects which provide a basis for the thorough 
exploration of materials and processes.

Subject Content
The course is essentially about the study of buildings and the built environment. The theoretical 
part of the course examines all parts of building from the planning stages to the completed 
building. 

The course is studied under the following main headings.

 » Planning and Design

 » Drawings and Documents

 » Site Preliminaries and Foundations

 » Walls, Partitions

 » Floors, Roofs

 » Fireplaces

 » Windows and Doors

 » Stairs

 » Plastering and Painting

 » Plumbing and Heating

 » Services

 » Drainage
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Exam Structure
The examination at Higher and Ordinary Levels has three separate components. 

Section A
Three hour written paper worth 300 marks. The exam consists of 10 questions out of which five 
have to be attempted. Question 1 is a compulsory drawing question of a building detail.

Section B
4 hour practical woodwork exam where the student makes a small item out of timber under 
exam conditions. The exam normally takes place in May. This accounts for 150 marks.

Section C
Building Project where the student makes a building detail, a scale model of a building or a craft 
piece. The student also produces a portfolio to accompany the project that they make. Ideally 
this project must be completed by Christmas. This accounts for 150 marks.
The practical project designed and processed by the student over the full two years is worth 
25% of the final grade. The one-day practical examination takes place in May of sixth year is 
worth 25%. This exam provides students with the opportunity to demonstrate their practical 
skills and put theory into practice. The terminal exam in June of Sixth year is worth 50% of the 
final grade. An understanding of the various forces that affect a building links well with a variety 
of other subjects such as maths and physics. Knowledge of building styles and buildings of the 
past will greatly help a student appreciate the merits of modern construction.

Third Level Entry Requirements 
This subject is not an essential requirement for any courses in the CAO system.
Useful for: Architecture, Auctioneering, Building and Construction Career, Construction Teacher, 
Carpenter, Civil and Structural Engineer and Technician, Draught Person, Fire-fighter, Heating 
and Ventilation Technician, Housing Management, Plasterer, Quantity Surveyor, Site Clerk, Town 
Planning.

Final Comments 
It is recommended that a student taking Leaving Certificate Construction Studies has a general 
interest in buildings and the built environment.

 » Each student should have an aptitude and interest for design and practical work.

 »  Woodwork and/or Technical Graphics would be desirable subjects to have taken at Junior 
Certificate though not compulsory.
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Technology
Leaving Certificate technology provides students in the senior cycle of post-primary education 
with knowledge and skills associated with technology education. Students apply their 
knowledge and skills creatively in a design-based approach to solving everyday technological 
problems, mindful of the impact on natural resources and on the environment. The syllabus 
comprises core areas of study, which are mandatory, and five optional areas of study, from 
which students choose two.

Leaving Certificate Technology is assessed at two levels, Ordinary level and Higher level,  
by means of an examination paper and a student project.
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The Options
The options provide an opportunity for students to undertake a more in-depth study of particular 
aspects of technology. The two options taken, in conjunction with the core, will influence the 
type of experience and emphasis encountered by a student throughout the course. For example, 
a student taking the core along with the two options electronics and control, and applied control 
systems can be expected to excel in these two areas, whilst a student taking the core and the 
options manufacturing systems and materials technology will encounter an equal but different 
experience. The teaching, learning and assessment of the subject will reflect this variation of 
experience. Students must choose two of the following five options:

 » Electronics and Control

 » Applied Control Systems

 » Information and Communications Technology

 » Manufacturing Systems

 » Materials Technology.

Exam Structure 
The syllabus will be assessed in terms of its stated objectives at each of two levels, Ordinary and 
Higher, by means of a terminal examination paper and a project. The assessment components 
and weightings at both levels are 50% exam paper and 50% project.

Terminal Exam Paper
There will be one examination paper at Ordinary level (2 hours) and one at Higher level (21/2 
hours). At each level, the paper will be presented in two sections. Since the Core is mandatory, 
students will be assessed on all main elements of the Core in Section A of the examination 
paper. Section B will cater for the five Options and students will be required to answer questions 
related to two of these.

The Project
Students will be required to undertake a project, based on a specified thematic brief and 
within stated parameters. The project involves the design and production of an artefact and 
an accompanying folder. In undertaking the project, students combine knowledge and skills 
developed through their study of the core and chosen options. The project, which must be 
completed in school and be the unaided work of the student, should integrate the various 
elements of the study of technology and should represent the highest standard of knowledge 
and skills attained by the student. The folder should reflect all stages of the student’s work from 
design to realisation, and should include an overall evaluation.

In undertaking the project, students will be expected to analyse or develop the brief/theme, 
develop design specifications, conduct research into original and existing ideas and artefacts, 
develop potential or part solutions and evaluate these, prepare outline designs of possible 
solutions, choose one—or an appropriate combination—of these for development and justify 
their choice, prepare a plan of manufacture, select and use appropriate materials and processes 
to produce the artefact or solution according to that plan, and evaluate the final product in the 
light of the original brief. 

In both the design and realisation of the project, students must take due account of ergonomic 
and safety requirements.
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Art
Leaving Certificate art is made up of four units linked together and based on the everyday 
visual experience of the student’s own environment. This involves developing creativity and the 
appreciation of the work of others. The students will learn the methods and techniques of the 
subject and produce their own work using these skills.

The Art course for leaving certificate consists of two components, the practical and the written.

The practical components will include the completion of a workbook and two finished pieces 
of work from Imaginative Composition or Still Life and  Craft or Design. These projects will be 
completed in class time over a ten week period between January and March of 6th year. 

The Life Sketching will be examined in May which is a one hour examination.  

The written component is the History and Appreciation of Art, which covers Irish and European 
Art, and Art Appreciation. The component will be held in June which is a two and a half hour 
examination.

This syllabus is for students in the senior cycle of post-primary education and is assessed at 
Ordinary and Higher levels.

The Leaving Certificate Art Syllabus is broken down as follows:

 » Imaginative Composition or Still Life 

 » Craft or Design 

 » Life Drawing 

 » History & General Appreciation of Art 
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Note that the Leaving Cert Art course has nothing to do with the portfolio submissions which 
Art and Design colleges often require. The course does not aim to build a portfolio, and all 
marks are given for work done on the day. However, it is common to take Art while preparing a 
portfolio, and much of the practice work done in class can be included.

What kind of student might Art suit?

 »  Students who have shown an aptitude for art, perhaps by getting high grades in Junior Cert 
Art or by presenting a portfolio with samples of their work but it is a difficult choice if the 
basic skills of art have not been developed. 

 »  Students choosing Art for Leaving Cert need to have basic drawing skills , some aptitude for 
design and problem solving, and an ability to work creatively. 

 »  Anyone considering a career in a creative discipline such as Architecture, Marketing, Film and 
Entertainment, Web Design, Fashion, Game Design, or Advertising. 

 »  Students who are weak in other areas such as languages or mathematics may find it easier 
to achieve points in Art. 

 »  Students who are looking for a break from intensive memory-work in their other subjects, 
or to reduce pressure on themselves in June by having a subject with exams in April/May. 
However commitment to the subject is essential.  

 »  Creative students who have a good imagination are able to analyze and question their work, 
think in a logical manner and produce original solutions; they will be expected to work under 
pressure at times to meet deadlines. 

 »  Students can get advice on Portfolios if they wish to progress to Third Level courses in art 
while many other students enjoy art, attain good grades in the Leaving Certificate and 
achieve high points in the subjects for entry to the Third Level courses of their choice.

 »  A student who has the creative ability to do well in art but does not wish to take it as a 
career, can still gain high points towards their future course in college. 
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Geography
Geography is concerned with the interrelationship between human activities and their 
environment. Through their study of Geography, students will develop geography skills that will 
help them make informed judgements about issues at local, national and international levels. 

Why study Geography? 

 »  It will promote awareness of the spatial, structural and temporal patterns of environmental 
phenomena. 

 » It will promote the conservation and sustained management of the earth’s resources. 

 »  It will recognise and be sensitive to other people and their culture, here in Ireland and 
elsewhere. 

 »  It will develop a variety of geographical skills which can be applied to the world of work and 
to many other aspects of life. 

Course Content: 
The course is divided into units of study: 

Compulsory: 

 » Core Unit 1 – Patterns and processes in the physical environment

 » Core Unit 2 – Regional Geography 

 » Core Unit 3 – Geographical investigation 
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Plus ONE of the following two electives: 

Elective 4 – Patterns and processes in economic activities 

Elective 5 – Patterns and processes in human environment. 

Plus ONE of the following areas of study (FOR HIGHER LEVEL ONLY) 

Option 6 – Global interdependence 

Option 7 – Geo-ecology

Option 8 – Culture and identity 

Option 9 – The atmosphere-ocean environment. 

The students’ competency in the application and use of geographical skills will be examined 
in the written examination and the geographical investigation. A report on the completed 
geographical investigation will be submitted for assessment at the end of term one in 6th 
Year. No group projects will be accepted. This must be an individual study and must reflect the 
syllabus content. 20% of the overall mark will go towards this study and 80% of the overall 
mark will be awarded for the written terminal exam.

What kind of Student? 
The type of student suited to this subject would be basically interested in precise Geographical 
work. It does require a certain attention to detail and an ability to analyse and evaluate. The 
subject should be intrinsically interesting to most students. The course is designed to dovetail in 
with most other subjects including Biology and Economics. 

It is difficult to get a good grade in Geography without consistent hard work. A good standard of 
English is required for Higher Level Geography. 

Career Links 
Career links include surveying, architecture, mineral development, meteorology, agriculture, 
civil service work, particularly in certain aspects of the E.U., fishing, forestry, urban planning and 
teaching. 
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History
Embracing the world of politics, economics, religion and philosophy, History can be a most 
enjoyable challenge. The Leaving Certificate History syllabus entails developing historical skills, 
reading, information gathering, ability to make a clear argument and essay writing. A research 
topic must be pre-submitted and it accounts for 20% of the final mark. Students develop skills 
to analyse historical documents and a document question worth 20% of final marks will test 
these skills. The final 60% will go towards essay style questions. A good command of English is 
essential, as all questions are essay style for both higher and ordinary levels. A strong interest in 
reading is essential for this subject.

The course breakdown is as follows: 
1. Research study report 20% 

2. Documents based study 20% 

3. Dictatorship and Democracy, 1919-45 20% 

4. U.S and the World, 1945-90 20% 

5. Pursuit of Irish Sovereignty, 1912-49 20% 

The History syllabus is examined by means of a written examination worth 80% of the marks 
and a report on the research study worth 20% of the marks. 

The report on the research topic is prepared and submitted in advance of the final examination. 

The examination at Higher Level consists of one documents based question and three essay 
style questions relating to topics 3 – 5 above. 

The examination at Ordinary Level consists of one documents based question and three 
paragraph style questions relating to topics 3 – 5 above. 
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Why study History? 
History will give you a combination of skills and insights that will help to: 

 » Prepare you for work 

 » Enable you to participate fully in society 

 » Develop you as a person 

History helps us to understand many issues that affect the world today. 

History helps to develop communication and research skills. 

The course encourages the development of ICT skills. 

The subject promotes the ability to question, criticise and contextualise any type of material. 

Relevance to careers 
Employers tend to see those with a history education as: 

 » Independent thinkers 

 » Open-minded and objective 

 » Disciplined 

 » Good communicators 

 » Able to analyse issues and problems 

 » Able to put together logical arguments 

At Third Level knowledge of History will prove very useful in the study of Politics, Journalism, 
Economics, Business, Sociology, Geography etc... 

The History course will improve the student’s ability to collect, analyse and present information 
– advantageous in any line of work. 

Useful For: Archaeology, Architecture, Barrister, Broadcasting, Civil Service, Garda, History 
Teacher, Journalism, Librarianship, Local Government, Politics, Researcher, Social Work, Solicitor, 
Tourism, Writer, Law, Heritage, Trade, European Studies, Genealogy.
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Home Economics
Home Economics provides students with the knowledge, understanding and skills necessary for 
managing their own lives at home, in further education and at work. It prepares students for 
a consumer-oriented society and provides a learning foundation for a wide range of careers in 
food, textiles, science, design, social studies and tourism. 

Is Home Economics For Me?
Home Economics suits both the practical and academically minded student. A good Home 
Economics student displays an interest in:

 » nutrition, consumerism, family and social issues

 » meal planning, cooking and getting value for money

 » managing money and resources

 » current affairs and social issues.

Content
The core area includes:

 » Food Studies 

 » Resource Management & Consumer Studies 

 » Social Studies

There are three electives:-

 » Home, Design and Management

 » Textiles, Fashion and Design

 » Social Studies

It is the Social Studies elective that is completed in Fingal Community College.
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Assessment
Home Economics Scientific and Social is assessed at Ordinary and Higher Level, as follows:

 » a written examination paper (core 60% and elective 20%)

 » a food studies practical coursework journal (20%).

The food studies practical coursework journal is completed in 5th year.  Four assignments must 
be completed. Each assignment involves (i) research (ii) preparation of a chosen dish and (iii) an 
evaluation. Full attendance in 5th Year is essential to complete this journal.

Some Questions you may ask:

Q. Will Home Economics be different from Junior Certificate?

 Similar Junior Cert topics are covered. However a more in depth knowledge is required.

Q. Is there a cookery exam?

 There is no cookery exam for Leaving Certificate.

Q. Is there any craft/textile project to complete?

 No. You will learn about textiles in relation to the use of soft furnishings in the home.

Q. Can I join in Home Economics in 5th Year?

  Priority is given to existing HE students. New students must be willing to study extremely 
hard to cover the work they have missed to JC level.

Q. Does Home Economics over lap with any other subjects?

  Yes it is a very cross curricular subject. There are strong links with Business (Consumer 
Studies), Biology (digestion of nutrients), Chemistry (elemental composition of nutrients), 
History (development of the Irish Diet) and even Geography (the environment and 
urbanisation).

Q. What kind of homework and assessment will we get throughout the 2 years?

  In 5th year a lot of the homework is based on the food studies practical coursework journal. 
Also, examinations papers are purchased in 5th year so that students can familiarise 
themselves with the type of questions being asked and revise topics thoroughly. Class tests 
are given at the end of each topic in 5th year but in 6th year weekly tests are given. This 
helps students to work consistently throughout the whole year and avoid unnecessary panic 
and stress.

Q.  What careers/courses is Home Economics useful for?

  Chef, catering, baker, confectionary, demonstrator of food, child care, hotel work, nutritionist, 
dietician, food safety and technology, health inspector, hospitality sector, teaching, business, 
consumer advisor, nursing, retail, social work, fashion, interior decorating, beautician, 
hairdressing, sales,  parenthood and many more. Home Economics is a subject for life.

Q. Any websites that will give me more information?

  www.homeeconomics.slss.ie 
www.zulunotes.com 
www.skoool.ie 
www.curriculumonline.ie 
www.examinations.ie 
www.qualifax.ie 
www.careersportal.ie
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Classical Studies
Leaving Certificate Classical Studies is concerned with the civilizations of ancient Greece and 
Rome in all their manifestations and with their continuing influence on the modern world. It 
includes history, literature, art and architecture, drama, philosophy sociology, mythology and 
legend. Classical Studies may be studied at Ordinary or at Higher level. The fundamental unit of 
both levels is the topic. There are ten topics prescribed for examination. Students are required to 
study four topics in detail over the course of two years.

The Course Breakdown
The topics studied include, Alexander the Great, The Ancient Epic (The Odyssey and The Aenied), 
Greek Drama(Medea and Oedipus Rex), Philosophy (The Republic), or Art and Architecture in 
Ancient Greece.

Assessment
Leaving Certificate Classical Studies is assessed at Ordinary and Higher levels, through a written 
examination.
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Why Study Classical Studies
While studying Classical Studies, students develop a number of transferable skills. 

These include:

 » Intellectual initiative

 » Critical reflection

 » The ability to gather, organise and deploy evidence, data and information

 » The ability to extract key elements from complex information

 » The ability to identify and solve problems

 » The ability to select and apply appropriate methodologies

 » The ability to assess the meaning and significance of information

 » Analytical and evaluative thinking

 » Estimation of the relevance of information

 » Discriminating between opposing theories

 » Forming judgements on the basis of evidence

 » The ability to engage in lateral thinking, openness to creative thinking

 » The ability to construct arguments lucidly, coherently and concisely

 » The ability to deal with a multi-disciplinary subject

 »  The ability to present material orally in a clear and effective way, including sensitivity to the 
listener’s perspective

 »  The ability to present written material clearly and appropriately, in good English, including 
sensitivity to the listener’s perspective

 » Attention to detail

Relevance to Careers
 » Journalism

 » Law

 » Teacher

 » Politics

 » Archaeologist

 » Museum Work

 » Government Research 

 » Art consultant

 » Art Gallery Curator

 » Cultural Administrator

 » Heritage Officer

 » Actor

 » Blogger

 » Marketing

 » Historian

 » Gallery Assistant

 » Genealogist

 » Lecturer
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Music – Leaving Certificate
Music in Senior Cycle encourages students to independently develop their performance and 
composition skills. Students will also develop music analysis skills that will enable them to 
identify features within music by listening.

Why study Music? 
Music is an enjoyable subject where students can creatively explore a variety of music through 
composition, performance and technology.

The new Leaving Certificate music syllabus has put good exam results within reach of more 
students.  According to the most recent Chief Examiner’s Report in 2012:

>>14.5% of  students achieved an H1 in the Higher level exam

>>54% achieved aH3 grade or higher

>>94.5% of students achieved honours (H5 or higher)

>> there was only a 0.4% failure rate

In the past five years, over 90% of Higher-level music students managed to get an honour.

Course Content
The course is divided into three main units of study with the option to major in one core study. 
The exam can be taken at two levels, Ordinary and Higher. At both levels, each activity is 
allocated a 25% weighting in the exam. Students choose one of the three activities to represent 
50%. In this way, both Ordinary and Higher level students can gain up to 50% of their total 
marks in the activity that best suits their interests and abilities.
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Core Unit 1 – Listening 

During senior cycle, students are required to analyse four prescribed pieces from classical, 
popular and 21st century genres. For each piece, students will learn the historical context, style, 
structure, instruments used, how it was composed and how it was produced. Through an in-
depth analysis of this music, students will learn how to identify these features in other music 
and develop their aural awareness. The listening component is worth 25% of your overall result 
and takes place in June. 

Core Unit 2 – Performance

Music for performance may be chosen from classical art music, ethnic, folk, rock, jazz, stage 
musical, traditional Irish or other modern popular repertoires. The music chosen must show 
diversity in style and technique and display the musicality of the student. 

Performance options include solo instrumental playing, solo singing and playing or singing in a 
group. Performing requirements vary for each student; you will be asked to play three or four 
pieces, depending on whether music technology is included or not. 

Students taking a Higher Level Elective in Performing are required to perform either six or eight 
pieces. Music technology is an optional component of the performance unit and this requires 
inputting musical notation on a stave using selected software. (The practical exam takes place in 
March/April of the exam year.)

Core Unit 3 - Composing

The art of melody writing is taught both in the context of word-setting and as a continuation 
of a given phrase. Students are taught the music theory behind harmony and counterpoint in a 
variety of styles and contexts as the foundation for exam-type questions. As points of reference, 
composers and songwriters from Bach and Mozart to the Beatles are used, enabling students to 
compose using both guitar chords and more traditional forms of notation.

In addition to the core components, the Higher Level Elective in Composing requires the 
presentation of two short pieces or songs, in any style or genre. These are composed, arranged 
or orchestrated by the student and notated using conventional and/or graphic notation, 
together with a full written description.

 

What kind of Student?
 Students who have a natural interest in music or who have received music tuition outside 
school will have an automatic advantage in this subject. Although instrumental tuition is a 
particular advantage regarding the performance aspect of the exam, it is not necessary. Students 
can choose to place more emphasis on the other core units of the subject and develop their 
performance skills over the two year course. 

Career Links
There are many career opportunities in Music such as: choir director, producer, conductor, 
composer, recording engineer, music therapist, music teacher/lecturer and music editor. 

 

For more information about Music:
www.scoilnet.ie
www.ppmta.ie
www.leavingcertmusic.weebly.com
www.darablack.com
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Religious Education

Why study Religious Education? 
Religious Education for Leaving Certificate is a new subject, examined for the first time in 2005. 
It is a personally enriching subject which helps the learner to function effectively in a complex, 
pluralist culture . It is fully recognised by CAO, UCAS and other entry bodies into third level 
education and merits the same points as other Leaving Certificate subjects.

What’s particular about R.E.? 
The emphases are on:
 »  The student who pursues this course of study must assume the roles of critical questioner 

and reflective searcher: roles which are at the heart of a commitment to lifelong learning’ 
Leaving Certificate Religious Education syllabus

 »  Religion is at the heart of many local, national and global acts of generosity and community 
building. It can also be a source of conflict and division, particularly where prejudice, 
ignorance and intolerance exist. R.E. can help to inform you about religious traditions and 
secular culture so that you can make a positive contribution to global citizenship

 »  Religious debate and dialogue are needed so that people can live harmoniously in a pluralist 
society 

 »  R.E. at Leaving Certificate will help facilitate this process and will deepen your understanding 
of your personal search for meaning and that of other people from religious and secular 
traditions

Other reasons for studying R.E. include: 
 »  Many people have an interest in religion and have views on religion 
 »  Religion has ongoing relevance to life and culture 
 »  R.E. can help you to see and overcome religious bias and ignorance in some literature, films, 

art and culture 
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 »  Employers may like to hire people who have completed the course since their skills are 

suited to work in a multi-cultural and multi-faith setting. They also have skills of research 
and critical questioning and are self-directed learners but are skilled at understanding 
different perspectives 

 »  R.E. explores issues of relevance in an informed and academic way: issues such as meaning 
and values, the nature of morality, the development and diversity of belief, the principles of 
a just society, and the implications of scientific progress

Relevance to careers Students who have studied R.E. at Leaving Certificate level have 
learned to be: 
Independent, critical thinkers Open-minded, balanced, informed and objective Focused yet 
aware of a variety of perspectives Excellent at research and analysis Skilled communicators Able 
to analyse issues, trends and problems Unbiased and grounded in inquiry skills These qualities 
are valued in a vast number of jobs and professions. They have particular relevance for those 
interested in a career in the fields of education, teaching (primary and post primary), law, 
journalism, Human Resources, administration and many other occupations.

Skills Some of the skills you will learn on this course include:
 »  Analysis of topics 
 »  Engagement in extended research – including using computers, libraries, surveys, interviews, 

media, drawing conclusions 
 »  Critical thinking – questioning the authority of different sources, distinguishing fact from bias 
 »  Reflection on your learning and its effect on your ideas, attitudes and experience 
 »  Ability to interpret, contrast and evaluate different opinions/approaches to a topic 
 »  Ability to develop counter-arguments

You will notice that some of these skills are related to other subjects. With practice you will 
develop your skills to write in a coherent, unbiased way, examining different perspectives and 
asking critical questions, and reaching informed conclusions. These skills are also learned in 
some other subjects. All of these skills are very useful in a variety of careers. Therefore studying 
R.E. does not limit you to studying theology at college. The skills that you learn in R.E. help you 
adapt to a huge range of college choices as well as careers – in many ways the skills you learn 
are as important as the content.

Coursework 
20% of the assessment grade in R.E. is awarded for coursework 
80% is awarded for performance in the terminal examination 

Coursework involves the student choosing one of four prescribed titles for extended research. 
Coursework is submitted prior to the terminal examination. 

Coursework has two parts: 
Part A : A summary of your investigation of the chosen title 
Part B: Your personal reflection on the learning, skills and experience gained through 
undertaking coursework.

Terminal Examination 
The terminal examination is 2½ hours for higher level, 2 hours for ordinary level Candidates 
must answer questions from 4 sections of the course Higher level candidates should be able to 
write extended / essay style answers Ordinary level candidates should be able to write more 
paragraph style answers.

What is assessed in Leaving Certificate Religious Education? ‘Assessment of Religious Education 
in the Leaving Certificate examination will be based on the aims, objectives and outcomes of 
each section of the course.
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Physical Education 
At Fingal Community College, Physical Education is offered to all Senior Cycle Students. Physical 
education applies a holistic approach to the concept of physical activity for young people. It 
recognises the physical, mental, emotional and social dimensions of human movement and 
emphasises the contribution of physical activity to the promotion of individual and group 
wellbeing. 

The general aims of physical education include:
 »  To contribute to the preparation of the student for a life of autonomous wellbeing. This 

aim will be pursued through the enhancement of the student’s sense of self through the 
development of skilful and creative performance of practical activities 

 »  Development of the students’ understanding of physical activity and awareness of the links 
between physical education and other curricular areas 

 »  Motivation of the student to choose a lifestyle that is active, healthy and meaningful 

 »  The personal enrichment of the student by developing personal and social skills, and 
encouraging positive attitudes and values in her/his interaction with others. 

Promoting participation and activity 
Physical education plays a foundational role in developing pathways for physical activity 
participation, on a day-to-day basis and in the future. Physical education in this school places 
a strong emphasis on opening up and reflecting on practical opportunities for students. These 
opportunities are primarily based on the interests, talents, and decisions of the student. Senior 
Cycle Physical education in Fingal Community College covers a range of modules, allowing 
for these opportunities and for the development of decision making capacities for life-long 
learning. 

Modules Include:-
Team Challenges, Invasion Games, Net Games, Fitness profiling, Striking and Fielding Games 
Athletics, Education and Dance.

Strengths Include:-
Games, Health Related Activity, Athletics, Dance, Gymnastics and Outdoor Adventure Education.
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Politics and Society
Introduction
Politics and Society aims to develop the learner’s capacity to engage in reflective and active 
citizenship, informed by the insights and skills of social and political sciences.

The changing local, national and global environment presents many challenges and opportunities for 
young people. It also requires of them a range of skills, knowledge, values and attitudes so that they 
can achieve their goals in this environment. These include: 

• skills in critically assessing information and its sources and in gathering and  
 processing information
• intercultural skills to enable them to communicate and work with people from diverse 
 backgrounds in employment and in other settings
• an understanding of the processes of globalisation and individualisation and their 
 opportunities and challenges
• the imagination to think creatively and to propose new and alternative futures
• a willingness to play an active role in their society
• a disposition towards taking responsibility for the outcomes of their actions.
 
Drawing in particular on the skills of critical thinking and imagination and on the content knowledge 
of sociology, anthropology, political studies and philosophy, Politics and Society can, in collaboration 
with students’ learning outside school, in home and community contexts, provide an opportunity 
for students to develop the above skills, knowledge, values and attitudes. The distinctive analytical 
frame of reference of these subjects can also help to develop skills of critical analysis that enable 
people to make an informed, considered and effective contribution to their society. The content of 
these subjects can support the development of an understanding of equality, inequality and diversity 
in a range of areas of human life, including gender, ethnicity and social class. In this way, Politics and 
Society can contribute to the development of active and participatory citizenship through education. 
It can play a key role in informing people as to how social and political institutions at local, national, 
European, and global level operate, and of the importance of political and social institutions in 
shaping our society. 

Through active and participatory learning and through the experience of learning in the wider 
community, Politics and Society can enable young people to develop the skills appropriate for  
active and thoughtful participation in the life of their communities.



Resources

Topic Web Address Description

Course Searching www.qualifax.ie Provides an a to z of courses in Ireland

Training www.solas.ie Further Education & Training

Course search and Career path www.careersportal.ie Excellent site including resources, video clips & lots of 
information on careers and courses 

Progression www.qqi.ie Quality and qualifications Ireland. Good Resource for advising 
on progression

Finance www.studentfinance.ie User friendly source of information  on financial Support for 
further and higher education

Careers in Hospitality and 
Tourism

www.failteireland.ie Information on courses and training opportunities in tourism 
and hospitality, as well as business supports

HEAR & DARE scheme www.accesscollege.ie Access schemes to improve access to third level Education  
for students who have experienced disadvantage as a result 
of socio-economic or as a result of having a disability or 
chronic illness

CAO www.cao.ie Central Application Office processes applications for 
undergraduate courses in Higher Education Institutes (HEIs)

UCAS www.ucas.com University, College & further Education application system  
in the U.K.

Careers & Education News www.careersnews.ie Latest news items that relate to education and  
Career selection

Apprenticeships www.apprenticeships.ie 
www.apprentices.ie

Learn about apprenticeships Learn about career opportunities 
in the construction and property sector

SUSI www.susi.ie Student Universal Support Ireland (SUSI) Process grant 
applications and provide financial Support for further and 
higher education

Resources
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